
Enterprise House 
weekly PPT 1

Per ardua ad astra – through adversity to the stars



The New house system

As you know there are 4 new Houses.  The names, colours 
and House Leaders’ names are shown below:

⋆ Challenger Miss Belcher 
⋆ Discovery Mrs Nicklin
⋆ Endeavour Miss Cutts
⋆ Enterprise Ms Wakeley-Jones 
Look out for the new house notice boards in the corridors

Congratulations to  Isaac Goodison of Perton Middle School. Who 
named the houses!
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Every student and 
almost every member of 
staff now belongs to 
one of the 4 houses
You are in Enterprise

house



Forms in Enterprise house:

⋆ 9a4
⋆ 9b2
⋆ 9b6
⋆ 10a1
⋆ 10a5
⋆ 10b3
⋆ 11.1
⋆ 11.5
⋆ 11.9



Weekly message from Ms Wakeley-Jones
Hello Enterprise House, I hope you’ve all had a restful break and are ready to return to work!

A warm welcome to our new year 9s and our new tutors: Mr Hales, Miss Williams, Mr Murphy and 
Miss Buggy.

I’m sure I can’t be the only one who feels strange at the prospect of returning to full-time face-to-
face education after a very disjointed 18 months. However, it is with hope and happiness that I 
return to the classroom and look forward to working hard to help you all achieve your goals and 

targets.
Included in this power point you’ll find details of this half-term’s first house competition (which 

applies to Yr9 tutors only), as well as information about Youth Mental Health Awareness Day and 
StriveForward.

Stay safe and be happy.
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You can earn award points for 
yourself and Enterprise house by…
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Entering House 
Competitions

Taking part in Extra-
Curricular Activities

Being present, 
punctual and 

applying 100% effort



Youth Mental Health Awareness Day 
7th September 2021

Youth Mental Health Day 
encourages understanding and discussion of 
mental health in young people, enabling them to 
live happy and healthy lives all year round. Each 
year, the day aims to get young people, and 
those who support them, talking about how to 
improve mental health.
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#StrideForward

⋆ As we emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic, YMHD 2021 will focus on how young people can 
#StrideForward with their mental health.

⋆ From cancelled exams to university lockdowns, the past year has seen countless decisions 
made on behalf of young people, without their input. Placing young voices front and centre of the 
conversation once more, YMHD 2021 will invite young people across the country to reflect on 
how the last year has impacted their lives and share how they will #StrideForward and move 
towards positive mental health.

⋆ With young people’s collective voice loud and clear, Youth Mental Health day will urge adults 
across the UK to listen and commit to help rebuild young people’s mental health together, 
allowing us all to #StrideForward.
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How can you get involved?

⋆ On Tuesday 7th September you will see the 
#StrideForward a lot on social media.

⋆ Follow it and see what others are saying or feel free 
to share your own experiences.

⋆ Think about how you have felt over the last year and 
what goals you would like to set yourself for this 
year.
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This week’s cute animal and 
thought of the week
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Competition
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Competition Time
⋆ This half term there will be an effort lottery competition each week, 

this will be explained to you in more detail soon.
⋆ In addition to this there will also be a competition for Y9 to design a 

tutor board.
⋆ Which Form in each House will have the best display with the best 

design and most relevant information?  This means the three forms 
in Y9 in our house are competing with each other to have the best 
board.  Winning forms get a prize to share (chocolates/sweets) and 
photos of boards on social media etc.
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Year 11 students 
only

If you previously applied to be house 
captain I will message you this week 
about a presentation time.
If there are any late applicants who 
may be interested then please get in 
touch!
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Ambition, Altruism, Achievement



Just Giving pages – Cashless!

⋆ We will set up pages for each our House Charities so that we 
can still raise money even though we cannot handle cash in the 
current circumstances.  Ours is…

⋆ https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/CCHSBrainTumourChari
ty
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https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/CCHSBrainTumourCharity


Notices
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School Announcements
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Bring your PE Kit into school.
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Enterprise House


